Abstract. In order to promote the efficiency of media access control (MAC) in self-organizing networks (SONs), this paper proposes a time division multiple access (TDMA) style MAC protocol based on hybrid slot allocation with traffic adaptive. The frame design, the time synchronization mechanism, the hybrid slot allocation method and the protocol process are analyzed respectively. The hybrid slot allocation MAC protocol allocates slot resource on the demand of the traffic requirement of each station to improve the network throughput. As a proof of principle, system level simulations are carried out, in which the algorithm is evaluated for different traffic distribution. Analysis demonstrates the rightness of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Due to the limited bandwidth and the vulnerability to interference in wireless self-organizing networks, we cannot effectively use the wireless channel resource. An efficient resource allocation technology is important to salve the channel resource and improve the performance of wireless self-organizing networks.
Currently, the MAC protocols used in wireless self-organizing networks can be divided in two categories. One is the contention-based MAC protocols [1] , in which mainly includes ALOHA, CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access) [2] , MACA (Multiple Access Collision Avoidance) [3] , FAMA (Floor Acquisition Multiple Access) [4] , etc. The other is the scheduling-based MAC protocols [5] , in which mainly includes TDMA [6] , FPRP (Five Phase Reservation Protocol) [7] , D-TDMA (Dynamic TDMA) [8] , and so on.
The TDMA protocols divide the channel access time into periodic frames. A time-frame is composed of some slots. The TDMA protocols allocate slots to each node should abide by some certain principles. According to the slot allocation mechanism, the TDMA protocols can be divided into three categories, i.e., the fixed TDMA protocols, the dynamic TDMA protocols and the hybrid TDMA protocols. The slot allocation of the fixed TDMA protocol is predetermined and fixed, which has a good performance under uniform distributed traffic. However, if the traffic distribution of each node is non-uniform, it will has poor channel utilization. The difference between the dynamic TDMA protocol and the fixed TDMA protocol is that, the dynamic TDMA protocol can adaptively adjust the slot allocation in transmission, and each station can make a reservation to the later slot resource. The hybrid TDMA protocol combines the advantages of the former two categories of TDMA protocols.
System Model
The protocol takes the centralized control method, and the slots are assigned by the central node. Fig. 1 shows that the central node is responsible for scheduling slots resource in network, and realizes the time synchronization. The central node can directly communicate to each station in the network to collect the traffic information, and schedule the slot resource based on the traffic requirement of each station. Through direct communication with stations, the central node delivers the slot scheduling result to all stations. For the consideration of enhancing resource utilization, the MAC protocol adopts hybrid slot allocation method. In a time-frame, each station is exclusively assigned a few fixed slots. Besides the fixed slots, the left slots are dynamically allocated according to the status of traffic at each station.
Protocol Design

Time-frame Format
The following rules are assumed in this paper, the count of slots in a time-frame is no less than the total number of stations in network, and the length of single slot should be longer than the packet length.
According to the functional requirements, there are three types of slots in a time-frame (i.e., the control slot, the data slot, and the signaling slot). Among them, the data slots are divided into the fixed slots and the dynamic slots. The fixed slots are exclusively used by each station. The dynamic slots are allocated in accordance with the traffic requirements. To avoid the transmitting conflict in two successive data slots, a guard period is set. The time-frame structure is shown in Fig. 2 . The Control Slot. The central node exclusively uses the control slots to transmit the arrangement of data slots in the next time-frame. After receiving the control message, each station in the network maintains a data slot assignment table. When the next time-frame is coming, the station will take the new slot arrangement. In order to ensure the reliable transmission of control message, in control slots, the central node uses the acknowledgement mechanism to send the control message.
The Data Slot. After the control slot, each station updates its own data slot assignment table, and data transmission can be carried out in its allocated dynamic data slots and fixed data slots. In data slot, each station can only transmit data in its own assigned slots, and receive data in other data slots. In the fixed TDMA protocol, no matter the traffic is heavy or light, all stations are assigned the same number of slots, thus should cause the slot resource insufficient at heavy traffic stations, and result in waste at light traffic stations. In a time-frame, each station has at least one fixed data slot. The fixed data slots will not change in different time-frames, thus is the minimum transmission guaranty for a station. The central node allocates dynamic data slots to each station according to the traffic need. Therefore, the dynamic slots allocated to each frame may be different for a specific station.
The Signaling Slot. In order to ensure the reliable information exchange, each station is exclusively own a period of time to transmit the traffic message to the central node. The traffic message mainly includes the overflow count of transmission buffer and the traffic requirement in the current.
Hybrid Slot Assignment Algorithm
The TDMA network is a kind of synchronous network, each station in the network must have a same time base, and the slots of each station must be synchronized with the time base. Its main purpose is to obtain precise synchronization accuracy. In addition, it must minimize the complexity of the algorithm, and reduce the management overhead and computational cost. The proposed hybrid TDMA protocol uses the beacon frames to perform time synchronization. A central node regularly broadcasts the beacon frames that includes a local time to the full network. The other stations synchronize their time to that of the central node, and correct its time offset after a period. Meanwhile, the continuous cycle of time synchronization makes up the shortcoming of the cumulative.
The hybrid slot assignment algorithm considers the traffic status in last time-frame and the overflow identifies of transmission buffer. The traffic is defined as the number of packets of the station need to be transmitted in a time-frame. When the transmission buffer appears overflow, the buffer overflow count is set, and the station also records the total number of packets sent by the station in this time-frame. After the central node collects the traffic information of all stations, it will allocate some slots in the next time-frame according to the traffic load. The overflow bit is of great significance in the slot allocation, if a station's transmission buffer overflow in the former time-frame due to insufficient slots, it will be allocated more slots in the next time-frame. The traffic is not only relevant to the demand of the station itself, but also is in proportion to the number of slots allocated in the former time-frame.
Lets M be the number of unallocated data slots for a time-frame. There are n stations in the network, which are N1, N2, ..., Nn, respectively. The number of transmission buffer overflow in the former frame of station Ni is Oi, The average traffic is Li, Si is the allocated data slots of the station Ni in the last time-frame. The central node should divide M unallocated data slots into n parts according to the traffic status of n stations. The number of slots assigned to the station Ni in the next frame Si_next is as Eq. (1) 
where, α [0,1] ∈ , β=1-α ,     is the rounding function. The count of buffer overflow and the traffic in a time-frame are normalized in the same order of magnitude. In realization, we find that the slot assignment algorithm obtains a better effect when the scale factor α of buffer overflow is small. In order to ensure that the algorithm can make maximize use of the slot resource in a time-frame, we take the rounding function to allocate integer slots to a station.
Protocol Flow
Each site takes different action in different slot. For the central node, it sends the control information and the periodic beacon frames in control slot, and receives the traffic information in signaling slot. Fig. 3 shows the protocol flow of the system in a time-frame. For a station in control slot, it receives the control information transmitted by the central node and saves the slot selecting information for transmission in the next time-frame. In signaling slot, the traffic information collected in the former time-frame is sent to the central node. In data slot, the stations determine their sending action according to the data slot assignment table. 
Simulation Analysis
We compare the proposed slot assignment method with the fixed slot assignment method in two scenarios. One is the network traffic load is balanced in each node, and the other is that the load difference of each node in the network is relatively large. In the fixed slot assignment algorithm, the data slots allocated in one time-frame to each station is equal to 10 slots (125ms per slot). In the hybrid slot assignment algorithm, each station in a time-frame has one fixed data slot, and the remaining 27 data slots are dynamically allocated by the central node according to the traffic load.
Uniform Distribution of the Traffic
When the traffic of each station in the network obeys the uniform traffic distribution, the simulation result of slot number is presented in Fig. 4(a) . The effects of the dynamic slot assignment algorithm and the fixed slot assignment algorithm are not greatly different, and the slot allocation of each station in the network can achieve the average distribution. Fig. 4(b) depicts that under the condition of uniform traffic distribution, there is no significant difference between the hybrid slot allocation and the fixed slot allocation, and their performance are roughly consistent. 
Non-uniform Distribution of the Traffic
When the traffic of each station in the network obeys the non-uniform traffic distribution, the comparison of slot number is presented in Fig. 5(a) . The slot allocation of each station is quite different from that in uniform distribution. Because the traffic is lighter, the number of slots allocated to station 1 is significantly smaller than that of the fixed allocation, and the station 3 is assigned more slots in each frame due to its heavier traffic. Fig. 5 (b) depicts that in a non-uniform traffic distribution scenario, the hybrid slot assignment algorithm achieves significantly better throughput than the fixed slot assignment.
Conclusions
In order to promote the efficiency of media access control in self-organizing networks, this paper proposes a media access control protocol based on hybrid slot allocation with traffic adaptive. The proposed hybrid slot allocation protocol can allocate data slots according to the traffic requirement of each station. We performed a series of simulations, which show that the synchronization accuracy of the system is at microsecond level. Furthermore, we verified the performance of the proposed hybrid slot assignment algorithm under uniform and non-uniform traffic distribution.
